ABSTRACT. A general notion of positive and bounded variation is introduced for functions on a commutative semigroup with involution. An integral representation for these functions is given. Applications to specific semigroups provide solutions to moment problems over convex bodies in R as well as a recovery of the Bochner-Herglotz-Weil theorem for discrete groups.
1. Introduction. The problem of moments can be viewed as one of identifying a class of functions on a semigroup with a class of measures. In this announcement we present integral representation theorems for linear functional on algebras (Theorems 1 and 2) which enable us to solve moment problems for a wide class of compact sets. In particular if K is any compact convex subset of R 3 with nonvoid interior, necessary and sufficient conditions are given in §3 for a triple indexed sequence f(n v n 2 , n 3 ) to admit an integral representation of the form f(n lf n 2 , n 3 ) = J^ f[H\^ dtft) (t = (f v t 2 , t 3 )).
Here, of course, the semigroup, 5, considered is all triples of nonnegative integers under coordinate addition. As in the case of Hausdorff's "little moment problems" (cf. [2] or [8] ), the solution depends on certain linear combinations of shift operators. We consider the three coordinate shift operators E v E 2 , E 3 defined on the functions ƒ on 5, e.g., where n -i x + i 2 + / 3 4-i 4 . The simplex example is typical of all bounded nondegenerate convex polyhedra in that the difference operators used to describe those functions which admit representing measures are defined in terms of the facial functionals of the polyhedron K. Let A be a real or complex commutative algebra with identity 1 and involution *. If A is real we assume x* = x for all x G A . Let T be a subset of A such that:
" T (for each x ET there exist products x t , . . . , x k of members of T and positive scalars a x , . . . , a k such that x + Sa / x / = 1);
(iii) Alg span T = A (for each x G A there exist scalars a x , . . . , a k and products x x , . . . , x k of members of T such that x = sjL^Jtf).
A linear functional ƒ on A will be called T-positive if ƒ is nonnegative on Alg span" 1 * T. We let P = Alg + T and P' denote the set of T-positive linear functionals. Our main concern is one of characterizing P' and the span A'
4-i(P' -P') for the complex case). Solutions to classical moment problems as well as applications to positive-definite functions on groups, involution semigroups and positive functionals on 2?*-algebras follow. The linear span of P' will be given the weak* topology and Y will denote the set of all T-positive multiplicative linear functionals on A . 
where it can be shown that \\f\\(p Q>n ) increases with P 0 and n, and we define 11/ 11 = lim(p 0) ")||/||(p 0) "). When this limit is finite then ƒ is said to be of Tbounded variation (BV). Our main theorem is as follows: THEOREM 
A linear functional f is in the span of P' if and only if f is BV; a BV-functional being in the real span of P' if and only iff(x*) = f*(x). Moreover \\f\\ = ||^|| if and only if f is BV.
The motivation and main applications of Theorems 1 and 2 occur when A is an algebra of shift operators. For this let S be a commutative semigroup with identity 1 and involution * (cf. [3] ). For each x G S define the shift operator E x on the class of all complex valued functions ƒ by (E x f)y -f{xy). Let k{E) denote the real or complex linear span of {E x \x E S}. Since E X E = E xyi if we define E* -E x * then A(E) is a commutative algebra with identity E x . Let X be a subset of S such that every element of S is the product of finitely many (possibly repetitious) elements of elements of X U X*. The linear functionate ƒ on A can be identified with the functions ƒ' on S via the map ƒ-> f' where ƒ \x) = f(E x ) for all x E S, the semigroup semicharacters being identified with the multiplicative linear functional. If x = x* and T = {E x , 1 -E x \xGX} 9 then the T-positive and BV-functions correspond to the completely monotonie and BV-functions of [4] . Solvability of the moment problem on a 3-dimensional simplex, as mentioned in the introduction, is derived by taking X to be the unit vectors {(1,0, 0), (0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1)} of the semigroup of all triples of integers with identity involution and T = {E v E 2 , E 3 , 1 -E x -E 2 -E 3 }. For an arbitrary involution semigroup, if we select T = {1 + oEjl + o*E*l2\x E X} where a 4 = 1, then the T-positive functions correspond to the *-deflnite functions discussed in [3] and the BV-functions are identified with the BV-f unction defined in [5] . In case *S is a group and x* = x~l, the T-positive (or * definite) functions are merely the classically studied positive definite functions.
